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Abstracts: The approved IEEE standard I596-- The Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) --
makes it possible to couple up to 64K nodes together. In order to connect thousands of nodes to 
construct large scale SCI-based processing systems, one has to interconnect these nodes by 
switch elements to form different topologies. A summary of the requirements and key points of 
interconnection networks and switches is presented. Two models of the SCI switch elements are 
proposed. I) an SCI-bridge and 2) an SCI-switch. An SCI-bridge is in principle two SCI node 
chips connected back to back. An SCI-switch provides a direct connection between any two 
ringlets that are connected to the switch. Such an SCI-switch will significantly improve system 
performance and give a lower latency. Furthermore it shows good scalability. We investigate 
several examples of systems constructed from 4-switches with simulations and the results are 
analyzed. Some issues and enhancements are discussed to provide the ideas behind the switch 
design that can improve performance and reduce latency. The possibility of implementing an 
SCI-switch in a multi-chip module it investigated. The goal of this paper is to study some of the 
design criteria for the switch elements to form Ihe interconnection of large scale SCI-based 
processing systems 

Keywords SCt witch element, SCI-bridge, SCI-switch, topologies, management of large SCI 
systems, reliability, latency, peifomumce. multi-chip module 
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Constructing Large Scale SCI-based Processing System1; by Snitch Elements 

1. Introduction 

The approved IEEE Std 1596-1992 Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) |Gusl-92)[ISWP-91] 
provides the services one expects from a computer bus. bul avoids the limitations of buses by 
using point-to-point l inks and a packet based split response protocol. With differential ECL 
signals, the standard specifics a transfer rale of 1 Gbytc/scc. 

Unt i l SCI appeared, computer buses were made of wirings that connected corresponding pins 
of many connectors together on a backplane or a motherboard, inio which modules were 
inserted. But buses system cannot carry signals al a speed that w i l l be needed for the next 
generation o f computers - IEEE Std 960-1989 Fastbus and IEEE Std 896.x Futurebus+ have 
pushed bused signal speeds to a practical l imit , w i lh great effort. So SCI uses point-to point 
signalling, from one transmitter lo one receiver lo make (he electrical connectors much 
simpler. Bui this requires changes to the basic "protoco l " that buses use lo keep track whether 
data has been successfully received, whether too much is being sent, whose turn it is to 
transmit, etc. SCI also provides more sophisticated services than buses. 

The name Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) express exactly what SCI is. Scalability provides 
the possibility lhat the same mechanism can be used independently of the number of nodes, in 
other words, up lo 64K nodes can be connected together; coherence supports the efi icicnt use 
of cache memories in the most general and easiest-to-usc multiprocessor model; and i l is an 
Interface lhat allows products from multiple vendors lo be incorporated into one system and 
intcropcralc smoothly. 

Large scale data acquisition systems may be a l ic ld where SCI can have a profound impact. 
Currcnily a research program al CERN, RD24 [RD24-93] investigates Ihe use o f SCI as a very 
high speed interconnect for a dala acquisition system for experiments at the planned new 
accelerator LHC. Coherent caching and virtual addressing ensure efficient access to distributed 
memories. Such a data acquisition system wi l l have several thousand SCI nodes. 

However, in order to conned thousands of nodes, one musl use some kinds o f switches lo 
connect these nodes together in the most efficient topology. The SCI standard docs not directly 
specify how an SCI switch wi l l be. A wide variety of interconnection mechanisms is possible. 
Wi ih the delivery of the first SCI NodcCh ip™ from Dolphin SC I Technology at ihc beginning 
of 1993, people working with SCI arc more active than ever to think about Ihc ways lo 
configure different architectures to conned many node chips together. Even i f one is quite 
familiar w i th different kinds of switches, it is a real challenge to design switches that can 
match the speed as high as I Chyle/sec. per link. An SC! switch is a key component in building 
up large SCI based processor architectures. 

In the fol lowing sections, we wi l l provide an hrief introduction of interconnection networks 
and switch elements. Section .1 introduces a 2-swtich 1 model (SCl-hndgc) and a general switch 
model (SCl-swiich). The requirements specially related lo SCI are always emphasized. Section 
•\ describes ihc simulation environment we use and gives several examples of SCI systems 
built of 4-swikhes. The simulation results are analyzed. Section 5 discusses several important 

1 The kTininul.ij.'y N k n N K nr 2N i i iliffcrvnl hum UIIIVCIIIIIIIJJI in N i\ the niimhcr nf nn^k-K 
iir.ii;.id «>f link-. -*hull i- 2N HI ihiM.f*- c,.i <.-vmir>k-. .1 -H\2H swiii.h<>i 4 M M H I I indicium j 
-vnuh whii.li iiikdumu-i.tN 1 lings, il 1 i.ioil Jvl Msikli lonwiitMirull) 
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issues and enhancements concerning switch elements. Section 6 provides a suggestion for 
implementing swiich elements in multi-chip module. Section 7 summarizes this paper. 
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2. Interconnection Network and Switch Element 

2.1 General Model 
Interconnection networks- ;tre usually designed in a wuy such thai ihcy can be constructed 
modularly from a single type of building block called switch clement. The general model of 
SCI systems is shown in Figure 1: 

Interconnection Network 

FIGURE 1. The general model of SCI systems 

Each node can be a processor node or a memory node as dclincd in the SCI protocol. The 
simplest SCI interconnection network is an SCI ringlet, as shown in Figure 2. Using near-

Q Node 2 Node .1 NodcN 

iririr if 
Ua 1 I-* J U — •««—Ju 

FIGURE 2. The simplest interconnection network-ringlet 

neighbor mesh and cube as interconnection networks of SCI have also hccn discussed by 
Bolbncr and Hula;iN |BoHu-l>l). Different SCI topologies rcipurc different numbers of SCI 
node ports to interconnect, for example single ringlet needs I and mesh needs 2. The routing-
table will he built-in in each node chip to avoid conienlinn (compared to a central i/cd routing 
tabic) and latency problems. It can he implemented dynamically or statically. 

A ringlet is known for ns ch;iractcmiics of simplicity and two-link connection, where (he 
output signals from one module arc fed to the input signals of the next. On the other hand, a 
ringlet is always limited by the long path the packet should pass and will not behave well when 
Ihcrc is more than I Vnodc's linkage due lo latency. Connecting sevrnil ringlets can improve 
performance and give a lower latency, but we will need an SCI ringlet-lo-ringlcl bridge to 
connect every two ringlets. Eventually large systems consisting of thousands of nodes will be 
needed. We expect new supvr-compiiicrs lo pul perhaps o4K processor modules on a 
SwiichNei' Actually, (he project RD24 at CFRN n designing a vw-iHh-buscd SCI system. Wc 
are considering several connection methods Mich as vrosshar. \hul He-c «change network (LaSl-

wili.vy * iv'.in .i l.il «it -oniktt ^li'iiK'iif•• nifrrirrrtfK-Kct/ logelka 
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76|[Slon-7l |. data manipulator [Feng-73]. baseline |WuFc-80). SW banyan |GoLi -73] . omega 
|Lawr-75|. del la (Palc-79). elc. Among ihcm the crossbar switch is quite popular and suitable 
for general cases. In a crossbar switch, every input port can be connected to a free output port 
without blocking. The shufllc-cxchange network might also be invesiigatcd, it requires less 
switch elements, bul i l w i l l not be very effective since an SCI packcl may roule through a 
switch element several limes before reaching its destination and thai causes problems for 
rouling. 

No matter what kind of topologies one uses, we expect ringlet or several ringlets connected by 
switches lo be the dominating archileclurc for SCI. This is determined by ihc characteristics of 
the SCI protocol. We wi l l go into detail aboul this later. 

Figure .1 shows the advanced model o f the one in Figure I for large scale SCI systems, we can 

Interconnect^! Network - 9 £ 

FIGURE 3. A advanced genera l mode l for large scale SCI sys tem 

notice Ihrcc qucsiion-marLs for three important issues for the model. 

1. What wi l i the interface bo? 

2. What kind of interconnection network wi l l the system be? 

3. How many ringlets arc Ihc most suitable lor ihc interconnection we choose? 

It is clear thai each interface (port) is a crucial clement and muxi have most of Ihc node chip 
fund tonalities, except cache coherence: ihc enisling mierconncciion network chip (such as 
crossbar chip) might l imn the si/c of SCI interfaces, ihc ref cm:. cu t r i logn; to perform high 
speed inteaonnccl ion mi^ht be needed: in an SCI system, we can have as many nnglcls as 
possible, as long as ihc lol.il number of nodes and ports is under 64 K 

2.2 C o n t r o l C i r cu i t 

A iypic.i l in icruinncitHin nclwnrk COIIMNIN nt a numbers nf switching elements and 
interconnecting links Inicrcnnncvlinn ft imtums arc rcah/ed by properly selling ihc control 

p*r,6 s o * 2*> 
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circuit of the switch elements. The operation of a control circuit is to receive input signals 
(maybe from die switching elements of the preceding stage) and generate or just pass, 
accordingly, output signals to the switching elements of the succeeding stage as well as 
internal control signals that control the switching elements. The control circuit can be cither a 
centralized controller or distributed controllers that are parasitical on each switching clement. 
In high speed packet switching, distributed controllers are recommended, or maybe inevitable 
since a centralized controller will cause latency and contention problems. 

2.3 Routing 

The problem of sending and receiving SCI packets in SCI systems, where each node 
communicates and synchronizes by exchanging messages, has been thoroughly studied [Gust-
921|ISWP- l>IJ. but without considering the routing algorithm inside the switch. Actually 
different kinds of switches can have different routing algorithms depending on the 
applications. 

Normally, wc assume a switch to be "local", where the routing switches have no knowledge of 
the traffic load in the nodes that connect to them. The switch will also be "continuous", where 
switches route messages independently of each other, i.e. ihcy do not have the knowledge of 
the load of the network. The benefit of routing packets according to the load on network is 
obvious that it can lower the traffic jam. but due to the penalty and extra cost of this protocol, it 
is up to different implementation and vendors to use it or not. 

Adaptive routers is an alternative algorithm to the "routing according to load on network", il 
selects routing paths based on the local load characteristics, thus, adaptive routers can diffuse 
local congestion by exploiting alternative paths to a destination. They arc also quite "fault 
tolerant". 

One of the simplest routing algorithms is "oblivious" [BoHo-8."»|. where the routing of a 
message is completely determined by the target address and source address in SCI packets. 
Oblivious routers require relatively simple logic to route messages and to guarantee the three 
essential properties of every router, i.e. freedom from deadlock, livelock and starvation. 

Other alternative routing algorithms such as randomi/cd routers |VaBr-Xl|. minima! adaptive 
routers [Kons-W). non-mimmal adaptive routers |Hill-K5|. chaos router [ K o S n W | are also 
suggested in many articles. 

Routing can also be classilicd according to the methods that implement it. self-routing and 
using special routing table are (lie two popukir ones. 

Self-routing [NaSa-HI |. also called digital conimlled routing, is mmi suitable for symmetric, 
multistage interconnection network. Each addrevs decoder operates independently of all others 
upon information at the target address of rukkel. Self-routing is a much cheaper way than 
using special routing tables which we are going to discuss later, and n makes the control of the 
network fully distributed and simple, bul kicks llexihilny. To solve the problem of requirement 
of symmetry by a self-muling algorithm, one can for example reconfigure ihc node address 
after "address inihali/aiton" by ihc "emperor" 

A special routing l.iblc is .1 routing table such thai has many entries, or .1 range of entries to 
match 1 lie incoming packet \ t.irgcl atldress or tonne .iddrcvt or any other information that 
should be the K I M S of muling, .iml to gi\c u'rr»|»'iiding decisions liom ihc content of the 
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tabic, such as where to route etc. It can be implemented in a global centralized table for the 
whole system or in a switch wide central table. Central routing tallies impose some problems 
on the port assignments. The restriction is thai for a given address different ports musl have 
different mappings, so central routing might introduce heavy contcnlions. but multi-entry 
tables can be used to reduce the contention. A central routing tahlc has also some difficulties in 
dealing with scalability and latency problems where speed is vital. For some cases, central 
tables might not be justified, bul this depends on ihe implementation. 

2.4 Switching Methodology 

The switch element realizes communic;ilion protocols which specify control strategy and 
switch methodology (Feng-Hl1| WuFc-Xl |. The Iwo major switching methodologies are circuit 
switching and packet switching. Circuit switching establishes a physical connection path 
between Ihe source and the destination nodes. This method makes it diflicult to support sharing 
of channels among packets. In packet swiiching. there ore three techniques of switching. 
namely slore-and-forward swiiching. virtual c ul-through and wormholc routing (Fclp-
91)lNiMc-91). 

Siore-and-forward swiiching is simple. When u packet reaches an intermediate node, the entire 
packet is stored in the packet buffers first and then output lo the output link when the link is 
free. This technique is limited by the buffer si/c the intermediate node and the latency is quite 
large. 

The second approach is called virtual eut-ihrough [KeKl-79]. This method eliminates (he 
drawback of long latency in store-and-forward swiiching. In virtual cut-through, a packet is 
stored in an intermediate node i.nly if the output links are not free. This stilt requires buffering 
of packets. 

Wormholc routing [DaSe-86). on Ihe contrary, docs not require large buffers. A packet is 
divided into a number of tins (How control digits) for transmission. Rather (han buffering the 
packets in buffers as virtual cui-ihrough docs, it pipelines along the established mule. 

The throughput and latency difference nf store -and- forward switching and virtual cuf-lhrough 
arc extensively discussed in |BoHu-*M| by simulation. As expected, the store-and-forward 
switching is simpler but with worse performance. Worm hole rounitg has been a popular 
switching technique in ncw-gcncraiion networks, such as the Transputer IMS T9000 family 
|MaTW-91|. 

2.5 Challenges from performance, latency, reliability and topologies, etc. 

Given .JI SCI network model and some performance criteria there nalually arises the issues of 
both analysis and synthesis. That is. effective computational proccdua*s are lirsi examined for 
evaluating ihe «elected measures. Then ihe synthesis phase will attempt lo construct an SCI 
network, chosen from a class of lopotogics with prescribed charat (eristics, having Ihc best 
performance possible with respect lo such measures. For instance, one mighi seek a 
del erm in is lie network with a given number of nodes and links having maximum connectivity 
«normally highest reliability) and yel acceptable «nail diameter flow latency). Alternatively. 
one might desire a network with a given number of nodes and links having maximum 
reliability relative lo the given mule ami link failure (iroKibihtK^ li should be dear thai 
i-hanging ihcM.- input prohihiliiics mijiht <-igmfu.mil> i lunge ihc -mMiflv of ihe "optimal" 
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network. Additional measures or performance in a deterministic SCI system can be based on 
distances between nodes in tlic system. For example, ihe diameter of a system indicates the 
maximum time required for a packet transmission between any two nodes in the system. 
assuming thai all links have tlic same transmission time. Even if this is not really true, the 
transmission lime is much shorter than the processing time, so this assumption will not have 
much effect. It would he important to design an SCI network not only with a reasonable small 
diameter hut such (hat the failure of any link increases the diameter by as little as possible. 
Some of the interesting questions might be: Can SCI support stable sustained throughput of 
more than 50% of the bandwidth? What kind of topology provides highest performance and 
support maximum stable sustained throughput? 

Communication latency is becoming a more and more important lopic in a distributed system, 
but the latency depends not only on the properties of the network, such as dimension, channel 
width, node delay, and wire delay, hut on the communication pattern of parallel computations 
(i.e. topology). Once the node delay, wire delay, etc. is deterministic, the topology of the 
system will become the only source lo lower the latency. 

One of the crucial technical problems is how lo build a reliable distributed computing system. 
When one assembles a large number of devices such as processors and memories into a 
system, one gets both higher and lower reliability simultaneously. The point is that for a large 
system lo operate crfcclively. it is important that most components continue (o work even if 
others arc broken. That is. the sysicm must not count on having all its components working at 
the same lime. Both the hardware and the software aspects of achieving reliable operation of a 
system need to be dealt with. In particular, the system should survive processor failure and 
communications problems, e.g. lost, duplicated and delayed messages. 

The cost is a very practical but also a crucial problem for a system. Sometimes one has to 
sacrifice the performance and reliability lo achieve a low price. 

2.6 Design objectives for an SCI network 

An SCI-based network should he cost-effective, high speed, scalable (expandable), fail-
softness, and fault-tolerant. Here scalable means lhal ii should be possible to attach additional 
resources without discarding or completely rewiring ihe original switch: fail-softness implies 
that an interconnection network should be formed from fault-independent units so that if one 
part of the system crashes it will not affect the others if it is not critical; fault-tolerant requires 
fast, automatic error-detection and standby switching elements lo replace ihc faulty ones. 

«GE «Of 25 
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3. Switch Models 

3.1 A n S C r - b r i d g e Mode f 

The SCI specification [ ISWP-9I I proposes several different topologies dial can be bui l l up 
wi lh simple ringle I- lo-ring let bridges. These bridges have two inputs and two outputs, and arc 
classified as a 2-switeh called SCI-bridgc, see Figure 4. Data w i l l go unidirectional into the 
inputs and come our f rom (he outputs'. The inputs and outputs here arc supposed to be 16 bils 
wide data each to comply with IEEE Sid.15%. 

(a) Link 1 In _ (a) Link 1 In _ 
SCI-

bridgc 
Link I Out (a) 

Link 2 In 
SCI-

bridgc ^ L i n k 2 Out 

(a) 

* 
SCI-

bridgc ^ L i n k 2 Out 

(a) 

* 

(a) 

J * ••&'••• ^ SCI node or SCI-bridge 
• connect lo another SCI ringlet 

(a) 

^**"* A ft" 

SCI node or SCI-bridge 
• connect lo another SCI ringlet 

(a) 

FIGURE 4. (a) A Mode l o i oCI-br idge. (b) 2 r inglets connected by an SCI -br idge 

The internal suites are one o f the diagrams in Figure 5. 

The incoming packets arriving ai the bridge are forwarded to the output, where they aic stored 
in output-FIFOs if the FIFOs are free, tee Figure <*. 

The key internal logic includes: 

1) Address decoders (AD) and mul ing tables (RT); 

2) Two bypass-FIFOs for passing local packets: 

3) Two output-FIFOs for Request and Response in each port ( two FIFOs arc needed lo avoid 
deadlock); 

4) Multiplexer ( M U X ) lo decide which packet goes I D the output link (irst. that from (he 
bypass-FIFO or thai from the output-FIFO, jusi ;is SCI docs; 

5) The interconnection* and the control logic lo ad ip i % iih I he one w.iy channels between one 
port's input lo another port's ouipul: 

5) Stale controller and CSRv 

PAGE 9 Of >«• 
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a) b) 

il) c) il) c) 

\ 

c) 0 v > 
* l * 

a) Go straight; b) Interchange: 
c) Upper broadcasting; d) Lower broadcasting; 
c) Lower conflict: 0 Upper conflict 

FIGURE 5. The internal states of a 2-switch (also called 2x2 switch) 

6) Synchronization logic between the two ports; 

7) Self test logic and others. 

The SCI-bridge, which is called agent in IEEE Sid. 1596, must behave like a requester and a 
responder in different cases. The cchos will always be local in the ringlet. When data arrive at 
both inputs (sec Figure 5. c, 0. even if an address decoder can perform twice as fast as the 
normal nodes's address decoder docs, one might still get congestion problems when both 
packets at inputs are routed towards the same output. The SCI node solves (his problem by 
setting the busy-bit in one of ihc packets randomly or according to priority and ask for retry 
(reservation protocol can also he implemented.). In theory there is no problem since each 
switch port is a standard SCI node. However, one has lo be careful with Ihc bandwidth 
allocation protocols. The effect is that an overloaded local ringlet, which may be almost 
entirely saturated by retry traffic, severely reduces the cross traffic which now has to compete 
with the local traffic (mostly unsuccessful retries). This reduces throughput severely. A switch 
which is capahlc of multiple outstanding requests is expect to have much hetter performance. 
The "score-board" introduced by an 5CI-*wilch in nent chapter provides a solution to this 
congestion problem. 

A detailed block diagram of the SCI-bridge is shown in Figure f». two SCI node chip 
compatible ports are actually hack-lo-back connected. 

This model is open for discussion. Boihncr and Huhus (BnHu-'JI) have already studied some 
parts of it. both concerning Ihc performance and deadlock problems. A K-a*y N-cubc 
structured system is extensively studied lBoHu<H||KrHH-"2l. The reason ihai an SCl-bndgc 
is investigated is jusi as D Anders fnmi Edjiewjier Computer pointed «til 1. "At this moment of 

t Sn.iKiim*. II hn H Lm IW> ,1 LSI «».„,/.„ 
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Link 1 In 
•*JAD r^pj-i iw-nro " V - W MUX 1-

ft, A 

hypa^-IIFO 
i_ 

FIGURE 6. A model of 2x2 Switch Element (SCI-bridge) 

SCI, what I need is only two by two switches and i can build powerful SCI systems of them", 
using SCI-bridge, one can connect SCI ringlets togclhci thus achieving a multi-processor SCI 
system that can by for overcome any bus-systems existing now. 

3.2 An SCf-swftch model 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The SCI-switch model presented here is a general model. It emphasizes several of the most 
important features of SCI switch properties, namely scalability, simplicity and high speed. 

Scalability, the SCI-switch is a model that is suitable for any size of a network, its structure is 
expandable io connect any size of ringlets, an SCI-switch of N will be made of N node chip 
compatible ports with crossbar connectivity wnong these ports; simplicity, the SCI-switch 
model inherits most of the features from SCI and SCI node chip to enhance its performance at 
low cost in latency and complexity: high speed, it is capable of I Gbyic/scc. per link. So for a 
N-switch. it will be theoretically possible to provide performance of N Ghytc/scc. input and N 
Gbyte/sec. output. 

3.2.2 Tb» SCI-swiich b*sic structure 

A simplified block diagram of a 4-switch' is shown in Figure 7. 

The 4-switch consists of 4 SCI node compatible ports, the details inside each port is described 
in a later section, which is likely a node chip. The crossbar connections among the ports arc 
unidirectional links which run at SCI speed or lower speed in or<kr to reduce the costs. 

I. A •' switch is j *wikh wi ih4 SCI iiipiil/oiiiput link p.urv 

PAGE 11 OF 25 
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F I G U R E 7. Block D iagram of 4-swi tch 

3.2.3 SCI-awltch p o r t t and rout ing a lgor i thm 

Each port has a mul ing table that supports a fast decision algorithm based on routing 
information, for instance, the address o f the incoming packets, sec Figure 8. I f the incoming 
packet does not route locally, i l w i l l check i f the corresponding output-FIFO is free or not, i f 
the R F O is free, the packet is accepted and stored in the output-FIFO. Then an echo w i l l be 
sent back to the source n.HJe just like the node ch>p docs, otherwise a rctry-ccho is send. The 
checking of output-FIFO may he loo slow, so different icchnology can he used. One method is 
to put a "score-board" near ihc routing tabic to indicate i f the RFOs are free or not. A "scorc-
noard" is scored once ihe output-FIFO is husy. ;uid it is freed when the output-FIFO is free. 
One single bit per far oulpul-FIFO (on the same switch] and a single line connection can be 
used to implement it. Thus i f Ihc corresponding FIFO is free or not may be checked at SCI 
speed. The ouipui-FIFO on Ihc each port is then passed out to the SCI l ink i f Ihc bypass-FIFO 
is free, exactly as a normal node chip behaves. Separate request and response FIFOs arc 
needed to avoid deadlock'. 

I "Arc there re .illy deji l lmk" i* \tilt under diM.ii'.-iiiin. it" wc t.ui prove j » SCI swiifh element IN 
ikjdlnck free when uric use. imty uric FIFO. * c m.iy imjilviiK-rir .i uric FIFO tiutcjiy in each piirl 
in lower the cusl. 
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FIGURE 8. One ol the N ports of an N-switch 

3.2.4 The structure ot an N-switch 

In order to connect N ringlets by one switch, one needs an N-switch which consists of N ports, 
each port is SCI node chip compatible (Figure H), that is to say, il is with ouipui-FlFOs, 
bypass-FIFOs. CSRs etc. In addition il also has: 

• One special address decoder. 

« One routing table; 

• N channels, linking the Address Decoder 10 the N output-FIFOs; 

• Logic (hat guarantees fast checking of corresponding output-FIFO, such as "score-board" 
with corresponding connections, etc. 

3.2.5 Routing example 

The routing tabic should be able to perform a translation from a given address of (he incoming 
packet to the intermediate output-FIFO on the far port of the switch, or (he packet should be 
routed locally to pass the bypass-FIFO. The Address Decoder mast also chock if (he output-
FIFO is free or not as fast as possible. 

The SCI-swiich model docs nol specify how ihe tables should bo sfruclurcd, nor docs how (he 
fast logic of free checking should be. 

As an example, wc use a separate special muling table lor each SCI-switch port, the routing 
table might be a t:*hlc with one entry per ringlet, and wc assume that 1) wc use 4-switch 
models: 2) we want to connect 25ft tunics together: If implementing "score board" ktgic lor 
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free checking of ouipui-FIFOs: 4) each ringlet will have a maximum of 16 nodes so wc can 
always dedicate the lowest 4 address bits to the address inside the ringlet and the 4 upper 
address bits as the index of the routing table. 

The output of the routing table should indicate the following decisions, either the packet 
should route locally through bypass-FIFO, or il should go lo one of the intermediate far output-
FIFOs. Wc suggest 5 bits dedicated to the purpose as listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. A Routing Example 

4 most 
significant 
addr. bits 

4 least 
significant 
addr. bits 

1 bit output of Address 
Decoder. Decision: same 
port or far ports (Is Mine) 

4 bits output of Address 
Decoder. Decision: which 
of the four ports to go 

0000 XXXX 0 (keep in the same ringlet) xxxx (don't care) 
0001 XXXX I (far ports) 0001 (to far port 1) 
0010 XXXX 1 (far ports) 0010 (to far port 2) 
0011 XXXX 1 (far ports) 0100 (to far port 3) 
0100 xxxx(cxce 

pt 0101) 
0 (keep in the same ringlet) xxxx (don't care) 

0101 XXXX 1 (far ports) 0001 (to far port 1) 

m i XXXX I (far ports) 0100 (to far port 3) 
0100 0101 1 (local CSR access) 1000 (to local port) 

The example in Table I shows the routing table for an SCI-switch port wilh port address ID = 
0100 0101. Using the 4 most significant bits as the index for entry and not consider the least 4 
bits, wc make a tabic of 16x5 bits (10 bytes) in this case, which is quite small. This example 
docs not intend to show how small the (able is, which is not always true in real life, but to show 
how we can implement a tabic. The last line of the tabic actually docs not have to appear in 
hardware to save I hit (then (hey must be specially checked). 

The output of Address Decoder for the far ports can be masked togcihcr with a 4-bit "score 
board" where each bit corresponds to a far out put-FIFO, as wc said before, this makes the 
hardware very fast. In order I save one bit in the table, wc can sacrifice some logic in 
detecting the access of the local CSR. so that the corresponding bit for accessing local CSR is 
saved, under the condition that the delay introduced by this logic is tolerable. 
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4. Simulations: distributed SCI systems built of SCI switches 

4.1 Simulation tools and simulator 

MODSIM II™ (CACI-Ml] is an object-oriented, discrete -event simulation language from 
CACI Products Company, La JoJJ;». Ca. Ii is chosen 10 wrilc the low level SCI protocols which 
govern the exchange of packets between SCI nodes. The objccl-orienicd approach leads to 
great advantages since new modules can inherit most properties from existing ones and thus 
construct large system easily: discrelc-cvcni simulation allows description of a system in terms 
of logical relationships which cause changes of stale al discrete points in lime. An example: an 
SCI packet arrives and changes the stale of the FIFO instantaneously. For the cache coherency, 
the C-cotlc produced hy the IEEE IISWP-911 has been linked imo the MODSIM code. Various 
scripts based on standard UNIX tools have been used to prepare the input and output dala. A 
special purposed preprocessor which generate very large multistage network configuration for 
simulation is also available in C-codc. The executable code was generated and being used on 
desktop workstations. 

SCILab [RD24-93], a set of SCI modelling tools was developed to simulate the data flow of 
distributed SCI systems. A resolution down to SCI packet size (-100ns on average) allows 
accurate simulation of congested dala pathways. There are also provisions for building SCI 
net vortes consisting of rings interconnected by bridges or switches. 

ft is possible to set a lot of parameters in relation with teat SCI world, wc will list several most 
important parameters below. 

Simulation Tim* The SCI cycles to run the simulator, typically 1000000 cycles (2 ns 
each) 

Raeel Time Used to eliminate sideetteel ol starting a simulation, typically 100000 
cycles 

Node Type memory / processor [specified target) / processor (random target) 
Packet Type any type of SCI packets. I ex dmove64. nwrile16. etc 
In/oul Filo Size lor SCI node in unit ol SCI packets, typically 1-16 
In/oul Filo Size (or SCI •witch element m unit ol SCI packets, typically I 16 
RequeeVResponee Delay the speed ol a processor to handle an SCI packet trom 

input Fito belore it is piped again w output Filo F ex 50ns*packet sizeeHect 
Proceaeor Speed the interval between 2 packets is generated by a processor. I ex 

100 ns. this can be used to justify the load of system 
link Delay SCI link delay, can due to links, connectors, ele F ex IS ns 
Switch Delay the time an SCI switch needed lor address decoding, routii^ table 

checking, etc F ex 25 ns 

Justifying Simulation Parameters for SCI System 

4.2 Examples 
Several examples or cminci ling SCI systems by SCI 4-switch elementi .ire shown in Figure °. 
Table 2 lists several important features of ihesc lour examples. The* examples arc noi 
ncccssanly the rx . solutions, the mi.illy number id edge ringlets is not equal either. The 
simulations ol oilier system c on lij>i) rat unit .ire in progress. 
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FIGURE 9 Four suggestions tor connecting SCI systems by 4-switches 
a) A 32-network ("Crossbar-like) formed by 16 4-switches 
b) A 32-network (baseline) formed by 12 4-swrtches 
c) A 12-network (basic Tran") formed by 4 4- swrtchss 
d) A 44- network (muIti-"Tlan") formed by 16 4-swrtches 
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Table 2. Features of several SCI systems 

"crossbar"-like 
system (a) 

I6RX(6R baseline 
system (b) 

basic "TiaiT* 
element* (c) 

multi-'Tian" 
system (d) 

Complex and flexible 
routing algorithm: 
Easy alternativa rout
ing; 
Non-blocking, 

Excellent reliability and 
fault tolerant: 
Great cost in the num
ber of 4-switches, and 
Complex connection. 

3-stage system; 
Fixed delay (6 nodes 
equivalent delay from 
one size to the other); 

Easy to implement 
self-routing, thus 
lower the cost 

No alternative routing: 
Latency introduced by 
4-switch, the worst 
case is 5 nodes 
equivalent delay; 
Contention problems 
in middle ringlet 

Used as basic ele
ment for mulb-Tian" 

Longest delay is 13 
nodes equivalent 
delay. 

Alternative routing 
possibilities: 

Contention problems 
in middle ringlet is 
critical if inter-Han 
traffic is busy. 

a. *Tian" is a Chinese word (hut looks like the configuration in Figure 9.c and means "land" 

4.3 Simulation results 

As an example. Figure 10 shows ihc simulation result of a mulli-"Tian" system. The result 
which originaJly is in plain lext, has been processed by Physics Analysis Workstation (PAW) 
[BCVZ-89], The contention problem (I Gbyic/scc per link) in the 4 side rings and the middle 
ring is obvious. Other points in Table 2 can also be verified by simulations. 

The throughput comparison of the iwo 32-nci works in Figure 9.a and Figure 9.b is shown in 
Table 3. Al the first glance of these two figures, one might get the impression that a crossbar-
like system will have higher performance than the baseline system since it has more 
connections, hut the result shows Ihc opposite. In Tabic 3 -"c list the total throughput of these 
two systems. The simulations arc based on I) each processor node generates packets targeted 
randomly to one of (he other nodes, and 2) each processor tries to saturate the node's output 
link. The simulation result shows that no matter how we model the system as a dala acquisition 
system, i.e. memories on one side and processors on the other, or model it as a normal network 
system, i.e. every node can send and receive packets, ihc throughput of a baseline system is 
higher than "crossbar"-like systems, when both have same number of inpul/output channels 
(i.e. same number of edge ringlets). Wc also notice that for a normal distributed SCI system, 
the difference of (he (wo systems* throughput is not very much, hut the throughput of a 
baseline network is much higher than the crossbar-like network, when the system is configured 
with memories on one side amt processors on the other' 

Tabic 3. Throughput «Ibyte/s) comparison of Baseline system and L'nhsbar-Hke system 

Topology 
raw throughput 
1 normal) 

net throughput 
I normal 1 

raw throughput 
(data acq.) 

net throughput 
(data acq.) 

crossbar 4.5 V4 4.0 3.0 
baseline 4.H 3.7 6.7 5.1 
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Multi-T.'an Bandwidth 
1 

• 

0.8 
' 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

In Figure 9.d, Each 
external ringlet con
sists of 8 processor 
nodes with random 

of 2 million ns. The 
packet we used i t 
drnovc256 *nd the 
choice of parameters 
• re the typical value* 
listed in page IS. 

tide nng t 
SCI-switches 

together to fonn 
Tians, and those node 
ID around 410 are the 
midst ring. The links 

these 5 rinj 

sec., thus 
TS !by(e/ 

"hot tpot" on these 
nng». lower other pro
cessor nodes' band
width. 

As long as wc do not 
have busy remote traf
fic, this muhi-Tiin 
configuration w 01 
work fine. 

No» all the nodes are 
equally loaded, this 

330 4 0 0 dues to the routing 
SCI node 10 »>goriihm *« unple-

mtnted is not total]/ 
balanced. 

FIGURE 10 Bandwidth of murtt-Tian system in Figure 9.d 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 ID address for each port 

Each switch port can be assigned an addressID to solve the prohlcm of port IDs (which now 
become node Ids), and il allows standard CSR registers accessible in a well defined way from 
each port. It also opens the way for standard routing table formats. In theory, nothing prevents 
providing an additional local node (port), apart from complexity, pin count and power 
consumption. 

5.2 Ring structure as basis 

Using a ring siruclurc to interconnect SCI sysiems limits the choices of system topologies, but 
maybe this is unavoidable. SCI requires a request-response-loop that makes things difficult. 
specially for the widely used muhistagc network systems. One of Ihc examples of SCI suitable 
multistage network is the baseline network in Figure 9.b. A multistage network built of SCl-
switches will be expected to have ri'iglcts as basic elements. If a system requires equal access 
from one side to the other and vice verse, the multistage network will be quite well balanced, 
since both the forward path arj nackward paths might consume the same amount of data. 

Building 8- or I6- switch elements, or even bigger, is a challenge to chip vendors. The more 
pods one can have inside a chip-set, the easier one can construct a large systci;.. 

5.3 Increased performance by applying deeper FIFOs and tempo buffering 

Implementation of a "scoreboard" implies a potential for inefficiency. As an example let one 
of Ihc ports receive packets as 

wrrte64 to address 0x00001234 
idle 

idle 
write64 to address 0x00001234 

The first wiilcM packet will lind the intermediate node'* ouipul-FlFO1 and check if the 
"score-board" is free or not. If it is free, the incoming packet w accepted and stored into (he 
output-FIFO. Al the same lime Ihc "score-hoard" is marked with output-FIFO busy. The 
"score-hoard" will not be free again until the output-FIFO is empty. Suppose thai there arc 
several idle packets in between, then another wnfco4 comes, if will find Ihc "score-board" still 
busy even if the emptying of firsl packet from output-FIFO is approaching its end and Ihc 
busied wnte64 will reines bier. There is a gap here thai causes inefficiency ("gap" problem). 
The changing of "score-board" to tree again when the output-FIFO starts being emptied seems 
to solve the problem, hut if we can not guarantee the consistency of Ihc rale to fill the output-
FIFO and the rate to empty il, we may face the dinger that the received data cannot be stored in 
the output-FIFO. The rale issue tan be guaranteed by selling unique clock for all ports. 

One til ihc feasible MI lut umt is .1 deeper oulptil-Flt'O lo accept more Item one packet. If deeper 
FIFOs are used, then the "sinre-Nnird" is set i<> tree whenever ihtrc will be enough space in 

I the output f I f ' > I.mil -t ••it- Ui.tnl 1 iiuvin-. .t ipvtilis tun,- iv.i.luitf • »» tine ••( i l*- i *wiHh f*iri« 
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the FIFO to accept a new packet, e.g. when there will be space to store the biggest allowed SCI 
packet. Allowing the simultaneous presence of more then one packet in the FIFO forces us to 
inherit the flag line of SCI link to divide different packets if we still use two bytes as the path 
width in the SCI-switch. otherwise wc have to add an extra bit to indicate the start of a packer 

Normally the deeper the FIFO is. the less a retry may happen. But increasing the size of FIFOs 
will not be cheap. Instead of using deep FIFOs, another soiuiion of the "gap" problem is to 
introduce a small buffer before the output-FIFO, called tempo-buffer. With such a buffer, one 
can save part of the busied packet in the buffer at time i for example. Instead of retry, it goes to 
J?L buffer and check the "score-board" again at time /+«. The size of tempo-buffer is decided 
by the time unit u. By simulation wc can find what the best size is. In other word, the tempo 
buffer is a part of output-FIFO and has the facility of prefetch and lo discard packets. When the 
"score-board" is free, this tempo buffer will have no effect. By this method, wc can avoid to 
affect the latency of other (ncr.t) packets by fewer retries when the SCI link is very busy. 

5.4 Broadcasting 

Broadcasting is an issue of general interest. In normal situations. SCI packets are transported 
from one node to ths other. However, a lot of implementations require to convey information 
from one node to all other nodes or a substantia) sci of the other nodes in the system. 

An SCI-switch suggests two .strategics. 

1. Wail for all output-FIFOs to be free. To avoid starvation, we need a reserve strategy for this, 
such thai the output-FIFO is reserved for broadcasting. 

2. Using an extra bit for each FIFO in "score-boards" to score when the broadcast packet is 
accepted by the corresponding FIFO, and that that FIFO will not accept the same broadens 
packet again. 

5.5 AHørnatlvø routing 

Alternative routing is imponant in thai it improves reliability, and secondly, it can help to 
distribute load and thus increase performance. The intention to allow alternative routing will 
certainly add complexity, both in the muting algorithm and the demands of topologies, hut not 
sacrifice performance. Several routing decisions to the same address might be done in parallel 
by hardware and the selection of choices can based on a route priority {higher for routes wiih 
leu hop») and/or loud balance (to avoid heavy contentions). But mmi of all wc will choose one 
of those decisions that is in the lime limit required by SCI speed. 
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6. Multi-chip modular for SCI switches 

3.1 Challenges 

Since each port needs the facility of a node chip except the cache cohcrenl part, we estimate 
around 12 W for one GuAs SCI switch interface which leads lo about 48 W per chip for a 4-
switch and 96 W/chip for a 8-swiich. and too many pins to he handled. We may also want to 
implemcni 16-switches or even bigger ones. 

G.2 Multi-chip module 

Multi-chip packaging technology has received wide spread atlculion in the electronics industry 
[JoTB-91], Multi-chip module eliminates the single chip package and instead, mounts and 
interconnects the hare chips directly onto a higher density, tine pitch interconnection substrate 
that provides ail of fhc chip to chip interconnections within (he multi-chip module. The 
substrate materials can be for example thick film ceramic. The interconnect technology of bare 
chips with vacuum deposited thin films (with gold) make fine line geometries possible. 

6.3 Power consumption and cooling techniques 

Tnc challenge of ihermnl management of high speed GaAs ICs makes dircci heal sinking of the 
chips using high thermal conductivity materials mandatory. Efficient system cooling 
technique, such as liquid immersion, nucleate boiling, or directly fluid cooling of (he grooved 
chip backsides musi be employed. The liquid coiling technique developed at SINTEF SI. 
Norway, con dissipate 750 W on Ihc area of 10cm x IOcm. But liquid coiling method will not 
be cheap. 

Using low power CMOS technology is an approach for both cltcapcr version of the SCI node 
chip and SCI switch element. If one uses a modest 50 MHz clock rate in CMOS, it suffices 
with conventional air cooling. 

6.4 MuNI*chlp SCl-swIlch module 

Figure 11 shows a 4-swiich in multi-chip implementation. 

The scalability of the SCI switch model tupportx multi-chip modularity, hut Ihc crossbar 
connections between each port may become very difficult to place, and Ihcy may also imply 
problems in latency when wc leave the iiHincctium outside ihc tuh-vhips. 
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FIGURE 11 A multi-chip module for a 4 ports SCI swrtch 
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7. Summary and Conclusion 

SCI switch based network systems is a new field that needs great attention and effort. SCI 
switch elements design covers a lot of concepts and aspects. In general, one must try to find the 
trade-offs to achieve the best solutions based on the requirements of performance, latency, 
cost, etc. 

An SCI-bridgc model is actually a conventional 2x2 switch clement1. It is simple and easy to 
build, but ineffective. Bxscd on the experience from the Dolphin NodcChip™. this kind of 
two node chips back-to-back interconnection chip will not be too difficult to build. Minimal 
changes will be required. The SCI-bridges can be interconnected to form a complicated SCI 
system. But a system based on 2-s witch elements will not be able to utilize the potential 
bandwidth. A more complicated switch clement SCI-switch is presented, it is simple, scalable, 
and high speed. However, no matter what kind of switch clement and what kind of topology 
one uses, each switch pod will have the same order of delay as bypassing a node chip: the 
S'vitch to switch connection should be pure SCI links, otherwise each packet may not only pass 
several switches but also many SCI nodes before reaches its destination. 

We have also described some important aspects of SCI switch and network systems. 
Simulation has started, some results were shown in chapter 4. Some ideas to increase 
performance and to reduce cost still need to he verified with detailed computer simulations. 
The multi-chip module is an alternative for high power consumption, large pin number logic 
that today's single chip can not implement or is too expeasive to make. 

The use of SCI node chips in a "real" system is not far away. The need to investigate the 
performance, latency characteristic, reliability and robustness of an SCI system is very urgent. 
The relationship between these factors must he studied. 

Our goal of this research is to design reliable, low cost, high performance and low latency SCI 
system i . 
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